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SECRET :£IQ.m.VM-9
1r1SH/pI:P 

station "KN", 
26 JUJy, 1945. 

REPORT ON GERlIAN I\:IULTI.....I?LEX INTERCEPl' Equ1p.llfiENT 

LT. HOL1V:ES, A.U.S. 

1. GENERAL 

1c 01 It is the purpose of this report to describe German equipment 
designed to intercept mUlt~plex transmissionso The oldest of the three 
types of e~Uipmertt available was rn~ployed in the interception of a six 
ohannel mUltiplex~ '~his ~tem was designed by siefuens~Halske and is desig
n~ed WA PRUF 7/rv. The next machine is a two channel multiplex intercept 
set designated "GER.\T 1313" and 1IHZFS". The final machine is a universal 
intercept set D-nd can receive normal radioteletype 9 or 2, 3, 1.;., 6, or 9 
cho.nnel multiplex. It is designated "GE...'UT 1309'; and "m.ws". 

2. DESCRIPl'ION OF THE SIX CHliI\1NEL SET c 

2<:01 The six channel set consists of a distributor unit, six tele
printers and a power rectifiero The distributor unit is 10" X 21" X 36 11 

and has a front panel face as shov7n in Fig., 1. Trw signal is fed into 
the distributor which regenerates each channel~ together with the proper 
mark/space iI.1pul~es1 and feeds the resultant signal to the propel' tele
type nachine. 

2,,02 Commutation is e,ccomplished by means; of cams. Thirty-tvv:o cams 
on a single shaft are driven by a synchronous motor coupled to a doc. 
motor which assumes the major part of the load. Each of the thirty-two cams 
operates its switch during one of the thi1~ty-two baUds of the signal, pro
viding the cam shaft is rotating in synchronism with the signal. Thirty of 
the CaL1S control the selection of the characters in the six teletypewriters. 
There are five pams per teletyPewriter. 

2.03 The rigid speed reqUirements on an equi~nent of this type are met 
by the synchronous motor, doc. Botor combination. The d.c o motor as&lliJes 
the major part of the load necessqry to bring the shaft tq the correct 
speed. The synchronous Dotor which is fed from a tuning-fork controlled os
cillator actually locks the shaft to a constant speed which can be altered 
by proper control but which will be constant at GnY given setting of those 
controls. 

2g 04 li visUal indication of the relation of the signal to the can shaft 
is provided by a ring of thirty-two neon laL~s on the front face of the 
maohine. When the Cilia shaft is in synchl~onisD with the signal the first of WiO 

adjacent lamps which are clearJy marked will light on eve~ cycle and the 
other of the two lamps will light onJy occasionalJy. 

2.05 When synchronis8 has been initially achiev~d visualJy, automatic 
synchronism can be accoI:lplished by throwing a key. "~utomatic synchronism 
is accomplished by means of the final two cams not used to control the 
selection of characters. 

,..
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3. FEATURES OF THE SIX CH:iliNEL SET c 

3~01 The oscillator which drives the synchronous Qotar is a tuning~ 

fork controlled oscillator. The tuning-fork fre~~ency is controllable 
from the front panel by means of a plunger which Doves weights on either 
am of the fork. This results in a controllable frequency over a limited 
range which is high~ stable g 

3.02 As IJ.entioned before autonatic synchronisD is acconplished by Use 
of ~vo of the thirty-two cm_~ on the shaft 0 These cru~s will be designated 
I1A" and "B" 0 If the Ca.r.1 shaft is in- synchronisCl with the signal, cam "A" 
will close its s.witch at the correct til:le to pass the "Dark" baud of 
tne synohronizing section of the signal;> and cam "B" will close to pass 
the "space" baud of the synchronizing signaL The correct D.dj~lstl:J.ent 

of the oscillator is a small bit slower than the signal, in which case the 
"mark" balld of the signal will tend to arrive later and later with respect 
to the CDI;] shaft speed. ThUs cam "B" will close to pass the "mark" 
baud tho.t ""'," was previous~ passing. When "B" oloses on "mark" a correct
ing action tD.kes place to ac1vo.nce the can shef.t o.nd bring the "mark" back 
under the control of "A"" 

30 03 The correcting action taken to advance the cam shaft is of interest: 
The synchronous Dotor housing is Dounted in bearings and is coupled by means 
of gears and a non~ally disengaged clutch to the doco Qotor drive. When 
liB" closes on a "nark" baud the clutch is engaged and the entire synchron
ous Dotor housing is rotated slovrly until "B" no longer closes on "mark ll 

• 

This system is advantageous in that its range of control is considerable 
in one direction~ b~t it can exert no cont~ol in the othere Therefore, 
the Eloto!' must be set nornal1Jr slow and the setting is at the discretion 
of the operator, If it is set too slow ver,y short fades will force the 
[lachine out of synchror.ism. If it is set at all fast it will not lock. 

30 04 The U80 of caDS instead of distributor disks and brushes is of 
interest o.nd is in fact, a desirable featD.re froL1 the aspeots of maintenance. 

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE TVYO CHANNEL SET. 

4.01 The two channel set consists of a distributor unit and two tele
typewriters. The distributor writ is 19~~ X ~ X 43" and has a 
front panel faoe as shown in Fig. 2. The signal is fed into th8 distributor 
unit which regenerates each channel and feeds the resultant signal plUS 
operating pUlses to the proper teletype machine. . 

40 02 COITlDutation is accomplizhed by a double distributor on a single
 
shaft. The shaft is driven by a synchronous motor and a d.c. motor in a
 
single housing. The co[~utated signal is stored in ~anks of relays and
 
the printing is D.ccomplished from these relayso
 

4.03 The synchronous Dotor, d~c. motor combination functions In thia 
set as described in para. 2.03, with the exception that the oscillator 
feeding thG synohronous notor is not tuning-fork controlled. 

~~;A 
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4- 0 04- A visUal indication of the relation of the signal to the drive 
shaft is provided by an oscilloscope having a circular trace. The circular 
trace is generated by a rotating magnetic yoke around the tube which is 
coupled to the drive shaft by gears. The signal is applied as additive de
flections to the magnetic coils on the yoke. Also applied as an additive 
deflection is the output of a short segment on the first of the ~vo distri
butors. This forr.~ a stationaxy pip on the scope which acts as a marker 
£or properly phasing the distributor to the signal. 

4-.05 When synchronism has been initially achieved visual~, automatic 
synchronism ej.rcuits assume control and maintain synchronisn. AutorJatic 
synchronism is acco~lished in this set by means of three consecutive short 
segments on the first of the two distributorso Synchronism is correct when 
the Hr.1D-rk" baud of the signal arrives· as the brush sweeps the first two seg
ments and y,hen the "space" 1;Jaud of thesignal.arrives as the brush sweeps the 
last segment. If the signai arrives Garly all three brushes are "mark" actu
ated, and a correcting action occurs to speed up the Dotor by increasing the 
oscillator frequency. If the signal arrives late only the first of the three 
brushes is "mark" aotuated and a correcting action occurs to slow down the 
motor by decreasing the oscillator frequency. . 

4- 0 06 The operation of this set is described cOL~letely in the German 
n~nual furnished with the equipment o This Danual is available. 

5.. FE..\TURES OF THE TWO CHAI\TNEL SET 

50 01 The oscilloscope method of achieving visual synchronism is ve~ 

good. Particularly the application of the magnetically deflected circular 
trace is worthy of note~ 

5.02 The concept of storing ll~pulses in relays as applied to multi
plex intercept is unusual. In this particular equipment five re12vs in 
each "Speicher" are set up with the intelligence of the multiplex cycle 
being received. Then the printing is accomplished from these relays. 
Finally just before the next cyole must be stored all five relays are 
clearedQ 

5.03 Provision is made to insure that the synchronous motor is locked 
to the oscillator frequency. This is accomplished by putting the synchron~ 
ous motor current through the oscilloscope deflection coils. When the 
motor is locked in, the pattern on the scope is a toroid. ~~en the Dotor 
is not locked in the pattern becomes petalled asa resuJ-t of beating.. 

,.'..... 
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6. DESCRIPl'ION OF THE UNIVERS.AL SET 

6.01 The universal set oonsists. of a distributor unit and nine tele
typewriters. The distributor' unit is 19~j, X 72" X 43" and has a front 
panel face as shown in Fig. 3. The signal is fed into the distributor 
unit which regenerates each channel and feeds the resultant signal plus 
operating pulses to the proper teletype machine, 

9,02 Commutation is accomplished by a double distributor on a single 
.' .shaft similarly to the manner used in the two channel machine. 'rhis 

J.rev0rsal 4lachine, however, is designed to pemnit interchanging of dis
tributors. The machine is also provided with a set of distributors; each 
of which is made to CO[iu:nutate one of the multiplex transmissions for which • 
the machine was designed. Thus by inserting the proper distributor in the 
machine any one of several types of transmissions can be interoepted. 

6.03 In all other respects the universal machine functions like the
 
~wo channel machine. ~
 

I 
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